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Tofu, the alchemy of hard-work 
Tasting a glass of soy milk at Veng Kei 

Noodle Shop, we are tempted to try 
the delicious tofu and then tofu fa as a 

dessert. The subtle flavour of the  
so-called ‘soy curd’ reveals the legacy 

from a long journey on the road, by 
a man of humble beginnings. It is 

nowadays an experience seasoned by 
the poise that only hard work bestows.
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Tofu, the alchemy of hard-work 
by José Simões Morais (Phots and text*)

“My husband started his busi-
ness selling tofu only, but he 
was not very good at making 
it,” tells Mrs.Lei spiritely, de-
spite her age of 85.

So, Lei Kwok Meng “came from Panyu to Macao in 
1950 but was unable to find a job. Survival meant buy-
ing every day some tofu and reselling it on the streets, 
“ she added.

young Lei would also give a hand to the people help-
ing him, doing chores around their tofu shop. He 
would select and wash the soybeans, clean the kitchen 

and basically do all the work to be done without ex-
pecting payment. One year on, the shop owner took 
him on as an apprentice and he finally learned the art 
of making tofu.

In 1956 he was already carrying two varieties of tofu of 
his own making to sell from two heavy wooden contain-
ers borne on a bamboo pole over the shoulder. Ten years 
later, he had saved enough to invest in a cart. Upgrading 
his business was important especially during winter – 
when people usually consumed less tofu – so the portable  

* Text edited
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kitchen could be 
adapted to sell 
steaming hot 
noodles. 
The ultimate 

step was to buy 
his own shop, with 

living quarters above, 
“a dream accomplished in 

1973,” says the widow.
The European and modern des-

ignation ‘tofu’ originally comes 
from Japan, but is a derivation from 
dòu fu, (dòu, in Mandarin – or tao, 
in Cantonese – meaning bean; and 
fu for fermentation). The English 

have called it ‘bean curd’ 
since 1840 and in Por-

tuguese it is known 
as ‘queijo de soja’ 

(‘soy cheese’). Soy 
originated in 

China but is 
now widely 

cultivated all over the world. Dur-
ing the First World War it was re-
portedly one of the most consumed 
foods, as – in times of hunger – it 
would compensate for the lack of 
grain, meat and fish products. Soy-
beans are rich in unsaturated fats 
and proteins. There are several va-
rieties of soybeans, of different col-
ors and shapes, and all require a 
rather humid climate to grow well. 
The story of the curd (tofu) itself 
is said to have started in 164 BC, 
when a grandson of the first Han 
emperor – who was very busy try-
ing to invent the immortality pill – 
accidentally put a stick of gypsum 
into the soy milk he was drinking. 
When he tried to drink, the milk 
had curdled. But he liked the fla-
vour, and so tofu was invented. In 
Chinese traditional medicine, tofu 
is considered a very ‘yin’ food and, 
as such, its daily use is not recom-
mended to frail people. 
The Chinese love tofu and, be-
ing a very healthy food – a favou-
rite among vegetarians – it is often 
part of the menu, boiled in broths, 
deep-fried, stuffed or just sautéed 
with vegetables.

Tofu is made from yellow soy-
beans, which are soaked in water 
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for several hours, then ground and 
pressed to extract the soy milk. To 
this very thick milk a little water is 
added and then the mix is boiled 
in low fire for about 10-20 min-
utes, while being constantly stirred 
to stop it from sticking to the bot-
tom of the pot.  During the boil-
ing process, it generates a kind of 
foam, which is removed after the 
cooking is complete. The resulting 
milk is then 
sieved through 
a piece of 
fine cloth and 
poured into a 
tall container, 
made of alu-
minum. Thus a 
much lighter and 
pure concoction 
is obtained. 

Milk … or curd?

This operation is done twice. 
In the first case, the milk is then 
poured into several small rectangu-
lar aluminum containers, which are 
then cooled down in running water, 
and kept in the fridge. The soymilk 
is then ready for consumption. 

In the second case, after per-
forming the abovementioned 
routine, a little amount of 
milk is taken out and 
mixed with gypsum – 
a solidifying sub-
stance known 
in Canton-
ese as sêk 
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kou – which is later blended in the hot milk in the big aluminum container. The 
soymilk quickly curdles and after removing the foam on the top, it is poured 
into small wooden boxes, previously covered with a fine cloth. 

Once the soy curd fills in the space, it is fully wrapped with the cloth and 
covered with a wooden lid, put on top of it to slowly compress the whole 
thing. More weight is put on top, usually a few buckets full of water, to 
increase the compression for at least an hour. That is how they make large 
tofu ‘cakes’, to be later sliced into small squares. 

The soy milk (tau cheong), which many use instead of cow’s milk, is 
stored in big aluminum vats. If used for desserts, the tofu fa is made with 
a lesser portion of gypsum, to make it lighter. Tofu fa is later poured into 
small cups, kept in the fridge and served directly to clients.

The current shop owner, Mrs. Lei, has four children and ‘second son’ 
Iat Wa, is now in charge of the shop. ‘Third son’ Iat Cheong, his assis-
tant, also helps to prepare the tofu. She tells us that her husband, Mr. 
Lei Kwong Ving, was formerly known as Lei Kwong Meng, but when he 
applied for the license to open his own shop, the character (Meng) was 
mistakenly rendered as (Ving). Nonetheless, the family was pleased with 
the ‘new surname’, as Ving means ‘prosperous, flourishing and glorious’ 
and they decided to keep it.

Since then they have opened five new shops in town and the sixth is 
about to start operation in Taipa. The main shop, where all the tofu sold 
in the remaining shop is produced, is still the old one in Rua da Tercena, 
also known as ‘Fruit street’.

Memorabilia seen on the walls include photographs of the former Presi-
dent of Portugal, Jorge Sampaio, during a visit to Macau, of the founder of 
the shop around the time of his arrival in Macau, and of Mrs.Lei selling 
tofu in the street, circa 1966. 

Noodle shop Ving Kei’s tofu has been praised by long-time customers as 
‘tasting delicious.’ The secret ingredient added was no doubt this ‘alche-
my’ of a local hard-working family that searched through the difficulties 
of life for the secret of prosperity.
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by Chris W. C. Sam, Institute for Tourism Studies (IFT) 

T RaDITIONaL Chinese religious architecture 
has its own inherent style, which basically does 
not provide much room for diversity, whether 
a Buddhist temple imported from overseas or 
a native Taoist temple. However, Macao’s tem-

ples do not strictly adhere to tradition in terms of architec-
tural style or structural beams. They are more artistic, while 
being compact yet magnificent. They can be divided into four 
major categories; namely, palace-hall, garden, monomer style 
and those built in a natural cave. 

Of the four architectural styles, the temples built in natural 
caves are the most unique. It is believed that this type has 
a very close connection with Macao’s landform. Macao has 
generally flat terrain resulting in fewer natural plains. It is 
full of hills and tablelands, with a narrow and undulating 
landform. Most of the hills are granite, thus Macao’s hills 
in the past were mostly ‘bald hills’. Given such a landform, 
temples built in natural caves emerged over time; due to sev-
eral reasons, people started to use caves as a place of wor-
ship of god or goddess and later built niches dedicated to 
the god or goddess with stones and bricks inside the caves. 
Over time, as more and more worshippers paid homage to 

The Distinct Style 
of Temple Architecture
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The Distinct Style 
of Temple Architecture
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the god or goddess in the cave, the space for pray-
ing for blessings and offering sacrifices became in-
adequate. They thus began to build gate walls and 
eaves around the niche inside the natural cave, in 
which the large rocks were used as the main wall. 
In this way, a distinct temple was constructed. 

Macao has a number of temples built in this ar-
chitectural style. One may gather hints of this style 
from the names of the temples. For example, the 
Kun Iam Small Temple (also known as Kun Iam 
Rock in Chinese) located in the foothills of Taipa 
Grande bears some connection to the rocks as its 
name suggests. None of Macao’s temples are titled 
‘rock’ as all of them are called ‘temple’. Looking at 
its architectural style, it is not difficult to find the 
commonality with ‘rock’ – the place where stands 
the altar of worship of the Goddess Kun Iam leans 
against a large rock, the main wall of the temple.  

Part of the text is extracted from the author’s 
book A Journey to Macao’s Temples
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Food for Health

Eating disorders: 
Anorexia Nervosa

E aTING disorders are characterized 
by complex and persistent distur-
bances of the eating behaviour that 
can cause psychosocial and physical 
impairment. an overconcern with 

body weight and shape (fat phobic) and its con-
trol is typical. Onset occurs mostly in teenaged 
girls and young women. according to Diagnostic 
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV), 
american Psychiatric association, there are three 
eating disorders: anorexia nervosa (aN), bulimia 
nervosa (BN), and eating disorder not otherwise 
specified (EDNOS).
In anorexia nervosa, anorectic young girls impose 
themselves severe restriction of the amount and 
type of food they eat, some of them experience 
episodes of loss of control over eating. In addic-
tion they engage on a driven form of physical ex-
ercises, self-induced vomiting, use of laxative or/
and diuretics all contributing to their low body 
weight, thus leading to adverse medical condi-
tions such as cardiovascular problems, endocrine 
disorders, water and electrolyte imbalance, hae-
matological, gastrointestinal, renal and skin ab-
normalities, lack of menstrual cycle and osteopo-
rosis. These complications can be severe enough 
to cause death and, after medical complications, 
the suicide is the second most common cause 
of death (Cynthia M. Bulik et al, Psychosomatic 
Medicine).
In recent years, eating disorders have received a 
dramatic attention in the public media. The preva-
lence of eating disorders have increased especially 
in developed countries where certain standards of 
beauty are installed and gain more and more sup-
porters, but these are not new diseases. In fact, 
there are records of such condition from ancient 
Greece to modern history, for example, Fasting 
Girls, published in 1879 by William Hammond.

by Eugénia Santos Silva

In the last decade, anorexia nervosa has become 
an increasingly common clinical problem among 
young women in high-income asian societies such 
as Hong Kong, Japan, Singapore, and Taiwan. To 
a lesser extent, it has also appeared in the urban 
regions of low- and medium-low-income asian 
countries such as China, India, Malaysia, the Phil-
ippines, and Indonesia (Sing Lee et al, am J Psy-
chiatry).
Patients with anorexia nervosa have a strong re-
sistance to treatment. Usually it is the family that 
brings the patient to the doctor. an anorectic in-
dividual, in  spite of  acknowledging  the need for 
treatment,  refuse  to accept its severity, resisting 
to weight gain as they do not feel  life threatened  
due to the state of thinness. a multidisciplinary 
team approach provides the most effective treat-
ment. These teams include a psychiatrist coordi-
nating the treatment, physician specialists, dieti-
tian, and psychotherapists. In some cases inpatient 
is needed.
a nutrition specialist is helpful for nutritional re-
habilitation, giving advice for adequate and appro-
priate nutritional intake. a dietitian can help the 
patient to know the true value of the nutrients and 
help the patient to choose what to eat. Feeding a 
person with anorexia nervosa is based on the prac-
tice of several snacks a day, by appointment, and 
little spaced out. For the treatment effectiveness, 
six to eight daily snacks must be consumed be-
cause the substantial meals (lunch, dinner) cause 
a greater feeling of discomfort. It is possible that 
the patient had lost sense of appetite and satiety. 
In addition, it is very important that the patient 
likes the food he eats. Little amounts of easily di-
gestible foods are recommended. The progressive 
reintroduction of new foods must be done with 
caution.  Next step should be gradual and in line 
with the state of illness and recovery. W
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Mouse Click by António Espadinha Soaresby António Espadinha Soares

http://hints.macworld.com/

Mac OS X is easy, or so the adds will have you believe. The 
reality is that nothing this complex is ever easy, especially when 
you’re on a tight deadline and that one thing you need to do to 
get your printer working again, or to connect your computer 
to your coworker’s Windows machine, are always a few elud-
ing mouse clicks away. In this page you’ll be able to track down 
thousands of solutions to the more common or obscure Mac 
OS X problems, and if nobody has ever experienced that same 
problem as you have be sure to post your question and patient-
ly await for a reply from the community.

Mac OS X HintsVideo of  the Week
A DArWiniAn Theory of BeAuTy
http://youtu.be/PktuzdnBqWi

“Beauty is in the eye of the beholder”, or so the saying 
goes, for many things considered beautiful by one person, 
especially those which are culturally specific, are prob-
ably considered horrendous or even offensive by the next 
one. However, there are many universally acknowledged 
patterns of beauty and in this version of Denis Button’s 
TED talk, animated by andrew Park, he argues that 
many things considered beautiful by people are part of 
our core as human beings and have deep evolutionary 
origins.

http://sourceforge.net/projects/clipcycler/

Keyboard shortcuts are a great way to save time and 
keep on working without breaking your groove. One 
of the very first keyboard shortcuts anyone learns 
are the shortcuts for the copy and paste functions in 
Windows or Mac OS X. If you’re copying and past-
ing multiple items you can soon lose track of what 
exactly it is that you last put on your clipboard, and if 
you have to copy multiple items to multiple destina-
tions things can get messy. With this free open source 
program for Windows you can easily manage your 
clipboard selections. 

Software of the Week - ClipCycler
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Blog of  the Week
DAmn you AuTo CorreCT
http://damnyouautocorrect.com/

Every since instant messaging became ubiquitous 
that teachers everywhere have been cursing the effect 
it has had on their student’s spelling ability. The 
evolution of smart-phones however has added a long 
time feature of word processors, the spell-check, to 
help the laziest among us thumb tippers to spell out 
words correctly. Of course, machines can only help 
us so much, so sometimes the auto correct function 
can get a little too creative and lead to some rather 
embarrassing, albeit funny situations. This blog is a 
collection of such gems.

http://www.fluentin3months.com/

If there is one thing in Macau that will get you ahead is if you 
speak more than a couple of languages. In fact, speaking several 

languages will not only open quite a few doors to professional 
opportunities but the ability to understand people from different 

parts of the world will also make you enjoy it even more. So if 
you’ve ever been frustrated while trying to learn a new language 

join Benny the polyglot, an international Irishman whose love 
affair with languages has led him to a learn no fewer than eight 
languages, and who wishes to shares his tips and methodology 

for learning a new language with ease with the rest of the world.

fluent in 3 months

Software of the Week - ClipCycler
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Spaghetti with mushroom coffee sauce 
toasted sole fish with pink pepper  
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THE combination of dried porcini 
mushrooms and coffee results in a very 
exquisite flavor, perfect to include in a 
pasta or risotto recipe or any kind of 
sauce. as dried porcini mushrooms are 

expensive and not so easy to find, I use a small amount 
of it to mix with fresh mushrooms, always available 
here in Macau for a very good price and quality.

This pasta recipe served with a slice of toasted sole 
fish is a very good option to include fish in your diet. 

Instead of sole, you can use any kind of flatfish or other fish 
of your preference, such as sea bream, perch, salmon or a 
simple fish filet. 

a simple decoration of dill and pink pepper is just to re-
mind you that Christmas is right there. W
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Spaghetti with mushroom coffee sauce 
toasted sole fish with pink pepper  by Carlos Balona Gomes

Photo by  Fabrizio Croce

Questions and comments to
 newsroom@macaudailytimes.com 

To publish at http://www.sundayflavors.blogspot.com

YOU WILL NEED 
(serves 4):

600 g / 1 lb and 5 ¼ oz of sole fish (4 slices);
300 g / 10 ½ oz fresh shimeji mushrooms;
100 g / 3 ½ oz dried porcini mushrooms;
400 g / 14 ¼ oz spaghetti;
Pink pepper, freshly grounded;
Lemon juice;
Extra virgin olive oil;
Salt;
2 bay leaves;
3 garlic cloves, sliced
150 ml / 5 ¼ fl oz white wine;
150 ml / 5 ¼ fl oz coffee;
Tablespoon of butter;
200 ml / 7 ¼ fl oz cream;
Drops of truffle oil (optional)
Fresh dill

METHOD:

Fish:
Make sure the fish is cleaned and well scaled (if you use frozen 
fish, defrost it avoiding contact with its own water);
Rub fish with a blended sauce of olive oil, lemon juice, salt and 
grounded pink pepper. Reserve;
Preheat your oven to 190ºC/375ºF;
Take the fish to the oven on a baking sheet, over baking paper, 
and bake it for around 20 to 30 minutes (or bake it over a 
barbecue, also on a baking sheet);

Spaghetti with mushroom coffee sauce: 
In a skillet, heat olive oil with garlic, bay leaves and salt;
Add Shimeji mushrooms;
When mushrooms are getting dry drizzle in white wine and 
sauté a few minutes to concentrate the flavor and evaporate the 
alcohol;
Add dried porcini mushrooms, after a very quick wash;
Add coffee and butter and sauté 5 minutes more;
Turn the heat low, add cream to the skillet and stir gently until 
you get a thick sauce;
Drizzle in a few drops of truffle oil;
Add chopped fresh dill, stir and cut the heat.
In a pot with boiling water and salt, boil spaghetti “al dente”;
Drain spaghetti very well and add it to the mushroom sauce 
skillet, involving very well;
Serve a fish slice over a good portion of spaghetti and make a 
kind of “Christmas tree decoration” with dill and pink peppers. 
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NY’s subway dancers never stop moving

Mona Ramouni 
and her guide 

horse Cali 
attend class

NO stage is too small – or moving too fast – for Donte Steele and 
his dance crew.

Broadway might be the most prestigious showbiz address in 
New york, but Steele surely works the most challenging: the 
subway trains hurtling under Manhattan.

There are no curtains on this stage, but when Steele’s crew burst through the 
automatic doors of the carriage, armed with a boom box, the drama is instan-
taneous.

“What time is it?” one calls out. “Showtime!” call back the others.
Passengers mostly look away from the sudden intrusion. But not for long.
The boom box is pumping Black Eyed Peas and the youngest performer, 15-

year-old Marcus Walden, otherwise known as “Mr Wiggles,” is break dancing. 
He back flips.

People start to watch.
Next up, “LJ” Tamiek Steele, 21, stands on his hands and calmly, as if it were 

the easiest thing in the world, reclines to a horizontal position, supported only 
by his fingers. you’d think invisible strings held him.

“If your man can’t do this, leave him,” Walden quips, drawing giggles.
By the time Donte Steele takes over, passengers are looking on in amaze-

ment.
a squat man with shiny red ear studs, Donte Steele, 27, defies gravity and 

pretty much every other law of physics. He calls himself “thebestuknow.”

New York City Subway 
dancer Marcus Walden 
aka Mr Wiggles collects 
money after his crew 
performs acrobatic tricks 
on the subway

New York City Subway dancer 
Marcus Walden aka “Mr 

Wiggles” performs on the 
subway while passengers watch
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by Sebastian Smith

NY’s subway dancers never stop moving
On his back flip, there is no visible 

effort. From a standing start, he floats, 
turns backwards, lands on the same 
spot, and does it again: seven or eight 
times without pause, legs and arms 
blurring.

Miraculously, he avoids so much 
as brushing the knees of passengers 
crowded to each side, or the train ceiling 
an inch or two (centimeters) overhead.

Clapping breaks out. But the train 
isn’t in.

Clasping each other, Tamiek and 
Donte Steele form a human wheel.

The wheel rolls right down the car-
riage, between the seats, straight at 
the vertical metal pole blocking the 
center aisle. Somehow, the wheel 
swerves past.

There’s time for the briefest bow. 
Then the baseball caps get passed.

“The more money you give us...,” 
Donte Steele prompts, “the more 

money we’ll have,” chorus the others. 
Show’s over

as soon as the train pulls up to a 
platform, the dancers hustle into the 
next carriage. They put the boom box 
on the floor. “Showtime!”

“They’re definitely the best I’ve 
seen,” says watching commuter 
Christi Hulls, 27. “It’s impressive. It’s 
daring. That rolling is something you 
don’t see.”

Dancing is in their blood

Each dance has a name: the roll, the 
two man, the midget, the wiggle, the 
undercut. But all the moves derive 
from break dancing, a virtuoso form 
of gymnastics set to hip hop that was 
born in the Bronx in the 1970s.

Break dancing is not just what Don-
te Steele and his performers do – it’s 
almost what they are.

“I learned when I was young, watch-
ing others and practicing a lot in the 
garages and jumping on beds,” Donte 
Steele says. “I was doing it when I was 
seven, back when the trains were cov-
ered in graffiti.”

He and “LJ” Tamiek are cousins. “Mr 
Wiggles,” an unofficial step brother 
to “LJ,” has another sibling who also 
dances on trains. Then there’s an un-
cle with his own show.

“This is like a family tree to me,” “LJ” 
Tamiek said. “Everybody in my family 
did it and I’m surprised, to like this 
day, (that) you can still make money 
doing it.”

They say they love the work and go 
out almost every day, earning between 
100 and 200 dollars a head while 
making three return trips on the ex-
press line between Harlem and lower 
Manhattan. But there’s nothing easy 
about it.
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They barely eat before hitting the subway – “so as not to get an upset 
stomach,” “Mr Wiggles” Walden says – and they rarely rest. The moment 
the train reaches a station, they run down the platform looking for the 
next carriage that seems to have enough space.

How much space?
“all we need is three feet,” the polite and soft-spoken Donte Steele tells 

passengers on more crowded cars, urging them to clear his tiny stage.
Of course, the fact that the stage is moving, accelerating, braking and 

shaking adds extra layers of complexity. What would ordinarily be just 
an impressive dance routine becomes a kind of experiment on the limits 
of space and time.

“I’ve hit myself sometimes when the train is going too fast, but I never 
hit a passenger,” “LJ” Tamiek said. “It can be difficult. That’s why some-
times you hear us say, ‘Get the science right!’ That means, ‘just get it 
right.’”

Not everyone is enthralled.
During one set, a man in a pinstriped suit raised his newspaper higher 

to block the dancers from his view. This didn’t do much good: when 
“thebestuknow” goes airborne, he’s impossible to ignore.

Others, jaded by exposure to subway buskers, just refused to be im-
pressed. “Them, the drummers, yeah, I see people like that all the time,” 
a bored young woman said.

But in every car, without fail, there were people left smiling and reach-
ing for coins and dollar notes.

“They’re great. I was born and bred in New york, so nothing really fazes 
me,” said an elegantly dressed Manhattan resident, looking unmistak-
ably fazed.

“No,” she said, eyes wide, “no, they’re really great.”
AFP

W

Tamiek Steele ( B/Boy LJ) 
performs acrobatic tricks 
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Question Categories 
to be covered are:

-all about Dogs.
-all about Cats.

-all about Exotics.
-all about pet

ownership.
-all about nutrition. 

We will be focusing on 
the following;

allergies
avian/Exotics

Behavior
Boarding

Dental
Digestive System

Diseases
Ears

General
Heart

Hormones
Husbandry

Medications
Musculoskeletal

Neoplasia
Nervous System

Nutrition
Reproductive System

Respiratory
Skin 

Surgery
Travel

Urinary
Vaccinations

ask the Vet - is a service that allows you to ask questions about your pets’ health and 
behavior. My goal is to help you, the pet owner, improve the knowledge of your pet’s 
everyday needs and health care in Macau through a variety of pet services and veterinary 
resources that where never available to pet owners before. 

Pets have become a very important part of our families. In many cases they have be-
come as much a part of our lives as children or grandchildren. and, in certain ways, just 
as complicated. Think of all the questions raised by wanting a pet. Pet ownership has 
definitely become more complex. Everybody seems to have an opinion on what pet you 
should get and what being a good pet owner means. My goal is to answer your questions 
and try making things simpler for you. I want to give some of the basic information that 
will help you to raise a healthy, happy and family compatible pet. and, of course, have 
fun while you are doing it. 

The ideas listed in this column come from many years of studying and practicing veter-
inary medicine in South africa, australia, Hong Kong and Macau. and they are just that, 
my ideas and opinions. They are not meant to be all-encompassing or correct for every 
situation. Use this information as a tool, along with the advice from your veterinarian, to 
help you make the interaction between you and your pet a wonderful experience. 

as far as I am concerned, there are two kinds of people; those who really love animals, 
and those who have never owned any. People who say they do not love pets have usually 
never owned one. and for those who say they hate them, well, let’s just not talk about 
them!  The picture above is of a 150kg sea turtle at australia Zoo that I did abdominal 
surgery on after it ingested a ball of fishing line. Indiscriminate and over fishing causes 
this to happen too often. 

I hope this section helps you enjoy that perfect life with your pet. and I would love to 
hear the stories of how you came to own your particular pet and any interesting experi-
ences you have had. 

by Dr Ruan Du Toit Bester

 Please send all your questions to 
globalveterinary@gmail.com 

or mail to;
Dr Ruan Du Toit Bester
Rua, D.R, L, P, Marquest 2/F, Flat B, 

Ponte 6a, Macau SaR.
Tel: +852 66706906

Yeast allergies in dogs

AS I mentioned before 
skin allergies are very 
common conditions 
found in Macau and 
Hong Kong due to 

the high humidity in this region. 
This weak I will focus on symp-
toms of yeast and yeast allergies in 
dogs. 
yeast allergies in dogs have a vari-
ety of symptoms and may require 
some detective work on your part 
and your veterinarian’s to deter-
mine their cause. Canine yeast 
allergies develop early in a dog’s 
life, and have the potential to pose 
problems throughout his life. These 
allergies can present a variety of 
symptoms that may affect a dog’s 
ears, his skin, his digestive system 
or his urinary and reproductive 
systems. In severe cases, lethargy or 
seizures may also indicate a yeast 
allergy. your veterinarian may di-
agnose the problem by eliminating 
other possible causes as symptoms 
present themselves, or the symp-
toms may point quickly to a yeast 
allergy.

Skin Problems

One of the most common prob-
lems affecting allergic dogs are 
skin problems, such as rashes or 
body odor. yeast-allergic dogs may 
also scratch frequently, shed more 
heavily or chew constantly on their 
legs and feet. all the scratching 
and chewing can lead to second-
ary skin infections. Dogs with yeast 
allergies may also have chronic ear 
infections that cause them to shake 
their heads frequently or scratch at 
their ears.

Digestive Problems

another indication of a yeast allergy 
in your dog may be digestive prob-
lems. Some yeast-allergic dogs can 
develop a condition called irritable 
bowel syndrome, where symptoms 
include intestinal spasms, diarrhea, 
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constipation, nausea, flatulence and 
frequent elimination. It can be con-
fused with food allergies and ver-
minosis.
Other dogs with a yeast allergy may 
develop a different condition called 
leaky gut syndrome. In these cases, 
large quantities of yeast grow in the 
dog’s intestines. Some yeast pene-
trates the dog’s intestinal wall, which 
creates holes that make it possible 
for the gut contents to leak into the 
dog’s abdomen. Dogs with leaky gut 
syndrome may also be prone to de-
veloping joint problems or autoim-
mune conditions. This is not good!

Urinary or Reproductive 
Problems

Still another indication of a yeast 
allergy can show up in either your 
dog’s urinary tract or his reproduc-
tive system. Some dogs develop 
chronic urinary tract infections, 

while others have genital discharge. 
While these symptoms can indicate 
a yeast allergy, they also can indicate 
other problems, all of which require 
veterinary attention to cure com-
pletely.

Yeast Allergy Diagnosis

To determine the cause of your dog’s 
allergic reaction, your veterinarian 
will probably recommend the use of 
an exclusion diet for about 12 weeks. 
This special diet will contain sources 
of protein and carbohydrate that are 
completely new to your dog. In addi-
tion to diagnosing a yeast allergy, the 
exclusion diet helps eliminate other 
potential causes for your dog’s al-
lergy symptoms.

Treatment for Yeast Allergies

The best course of treatment for your 
dog’s yeast allergy is avoiding yeast. 

This may be easier said than done 
because many brands of dog food are 
made with ingredients that could trig-
ger a yeast allergy attack in your pet.
One step that you can take is to feed 
your dog what’s considered an anti-
yeast diet. This diet is made up of:

Meats such as beef, fish, poul-
try or rabbit
Cruciferous vegetables like 
broccoli, brussels sprouts, cau-
liflower or kale
Cucumbers or squash
Eggplant
Romaine lettuce
Spinach
Plain yogurt

The anti-yeast diet lacks dairy prod-
ucts other than plain yogurt, grains, 
meat byproducts, potatoes, processed 
meats or sugars. 

Hope this helps
Till next week

 Dr Ruan 

W
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Second-hand underwear sales

Clinton quips: 
‘You should hear what they…’ 

Swede broadcasts music from his stomach
A Swedish man broadcast music from his stomach for several hours via a 
mini audio system, but said he was disappointed by the sound quality.
The sound was “bad, bad. It was a very bad sound. But that was not 
the important thing, I just wanted to show that it worked,” said Fredrik 
Hjelmqvist, 45, owner of a hi-fi equipment shop in Stockholm.
“It was a success, we were the first in the world to do this,” said 
Hjelmqvist, who hopes to sell his invention for around 12,800 euros 
(17,000 dollars).
The plastic capsule containing the device is about three centimetres 
long (1.2 inches) and 1.5 centimetres (0.6 inches) in diameter and 
contains a miniature battery-powered audio device.
The music was heard by using a stethoscope connected to an 
amplifier.
After about three hours, however, the muted strains of Gloria 
Gaynor’s “I Will Survive” and the Village People’s “YMCA” faded 
and could no longer be heard.
“The operation shouldn’t in any case last beyond this weekend, for 
natural reasons,” Hjelmqvist added.

Secretary of State Hillary Clinton on Monday sought to 
downplay the gravity of a massive leak of secret US 
cables revealing candid assessments of foreign leaders – 
by joking that their opinions of US officials were worse.
“I can tell you that in my conversations, at least one of 
my counterparts said to me, ‘Well don’t worry about it, 
you should see what we say about you,’” Clinton told 
reporters in Washington.
Clinton acknowledged talking with several top diplomats 
at the weekend in what could be seen as damage control 
in the wake of the publication of some quarter million US 
documents by whistle-blower website WikiLeaks.
“This is well understood in the diplomatic community as 
part of the give and take and I would hope that we will 
be able to move beyond this and back to the business of 
working together on behalf of our common goals.”
Italian Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi was described as 
“feckless, vain, and ineffective as a modern European 
leader,” in one of the leaked documents, while another 
put Germany’s Angela Merkel as “risk averse and rarely 
creative.”
The US embassy in Russia referred to Vladimir Putin as 
an “alpha dog” who made all the decisions in the Russian 
president’s place. Dmitry Medvedev simply “plays Robin 
to Putin’s Batman,” it added.
And one of the documents released by WikiLeaks said 
veteran Libyan leader Moamer Kadhafi almost never 
travels without his “voluptuous blond” Ukrainian nurse.

Ghana plans to 
enforce a ban on the 
sale of second-hand 
underwear beginning 
in February, an 
official said on 
Monday, citing the 
health risks involved 
in the hawking of the 
garments by street 
vendors.
“We are collaborating 
with the Ghana 
Standard Board to 
halt the importation 
of second-hand 

underwear into the country as a measure to promote good health and 
reduce government’s expenditure on health,” said Appiah Donyinah, director 
of import and export at the trade ministry.
The enforcement of the ban on imports and sales in the West African 
nation would extend to other used goods as well, including mattresses, 
handkerchiefs, socks and pants, he said.
“We banned the importation of these items into the country sometime in 
1994, but the implementation was not effective,” said Donyinah. “Now we 
are going to make sure that it is fully implemented.”
Youths who sell wares on the streets of the capital Accra also deal in second-
hand underwear that is brought in from outside the country and is cheaper 
than the new versions.
Second-hand goods are often brought in to Ghana and other African nations 
from wealthier countries.
“The government will throw us out of business should this ban come into 
effect. This is my only source of livelihood,” Seth Opare, a dealers at Accra’s 
Makorla Market, told AFP.
Another dealer in second-hand pants said the ban was unfair.
“People patronise my goods because they are not expensive as compared 
to the new ones in the market,” said Kwesi Anim. “The government must 
consider the plight of the poor and change their decision.”
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This Day in History

On 4 December, 1952 a heavy smog begins to hover 
over London, England and persists for four days. It led 
to the deaths of at least 4,000 people.
It was a Thursday afternoon when a high-pressure air 
mass stalled over the Thames River Valley. When cold 
air arrived suddenly from the west, the air over London 
became trapped in place. The problem was exacerbated 
by low temperatures, which caused residents to burn 
extra coal in their furnaces. The smoke, soot and sulfur 
dioxide from the area’s industries along with that from 
cars and consumer energy usage caused extraordinarily 
heavy smog to smother the city. By the morning of 
December 5, there was a visible pall cast over hundreds 
of square miles.
The smog became so thick and dense that by December 
7 there was virtually no sunlight and visibility was 
reduced to five yards in many places. Eventually, all 
transportation in the region was halted, but not before 
the smog caused several rail accidents, including a 
collision between two trains near London Bridge.
The worst effect of the smog, however, was the 
respiratory distress it caused in humans and animals, 
including difficulty breathing and the vomiting of phlegm. 
One of the first noted victims was a prize cow that 
suffocated on December 5. An unusually high number 
of people in the area, numbering in the thousands, died 
in their sleep that weekend.
It is difficult to calculate exactly how many deaths and 
injuries were caused by the smog. As with heat waves, 
experts compare death totals during the smog to the 
number of people who have died during the same period 
in previous years. The period between December 4 and 
December 8 saw such a marked increase in death in the 
London metropolitan area that the most conservative 

Smog kills thousands in England
estimates place the death 
toll at 4,000, with some 
estimating that the smog 
killed as many as 8,000 
people.
On December 9, the smog 
finally blew away. In the 
aftermath of this incident, 
the British government passed more stringent regulations 
on air pollution and encouraged people to stop using coal 
to heat their homes. Despite these measures, a similar 
smog 10 years later killed approximately 100 Londoners.

The mystery of the Mary Celeste
Also on this day, in 1872, the Dei Gratia, a small British brig 
under Captain David Morehouse, spots the Mary Celeste, 
an American vessel, sailing erratically but at full sail near 
the Azores Islands in the Atlantic Ocean. The ship was 
seaworthy, its stores and supplies were untouched, but not 
a soul was onboard.
The brigantine Mary Celeste had sailed on November 7, 
from New York harbor for Genoa, Italy, carrying Captain 
Benjamin S. Briggs, his wife and two-year-old daughter, 
a crew of eight, and a cargo of some 1,700 barrels of 
crude alcohol. After the Dei Gratia sighted the vessel on 
December 4, Captain Morehouse and his men boarded the 
ship to find it abandoned, with its sails slightly damaged, 
several feet of water in the hold, and the lifeboat and 
navigational instruments missing. However, the ship was 
in good order, the cargo intact, and reserves of food and 
water remained on board.
The last entry in the captain’s log shows that the Mary 
Celeste had been nine days and 500 miles away from where 
the ship was found by the Dei Gratia. Apparently, the Mary 
Celeste had been drifting toward Genoa on her intended 
course for 11 days with no one at the wheel to guide her. 
Captain Briggs, his family, and the crew of the vessel were 
never found, and the reason for the abandonment of the 
Mary Celeste has never been determined.
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The Born Loser by Chip Sansom

Sudoku
Easy Easy +

Medium Hard

Canal Macau 

TV

Cinema

Saturday Sunday

Cineteatro

10:50 Dougie in Disguise
11:00 The Three Bears
11:30 Detective Bogey
12:00 Sandokan the Tiger of Malaysia
12:30 Cooking
13:00 TDM News (Repeted)
13:30 News at 24H (RTPi) Delayed Broadcast
14:30 Soap Opera
18:45 Contest
19:30 Documentary in Portuguese
20:00 TDM Talk Show
20:30 Main News, Financial & Weather Report
21:00 Comedy
22:00 Equator
23:00 TDM News
23:30 Documentary
00:20 Contest
01:40 Main News, Financial & Weather Report (Repeted)
02:10 RTPi Live

11:00 Sunday Mass
12:00 Documentary in Portuguese
12:30 Cooking
13:00 TDM News (Repeted)
13:30 News at 24H (RTPi) Delayed Broadcast
14:30 Soap Opera
17:00 Theater in Patuá
19:00 Portuguese Music
19:30 Modern Music
20:00 TDM Interview
20:30 Main News, Financial & Weather Report
21:15 Documentary in Portuguese
22:15 That 70’ Show Sr.4
22:30 Migrants, Go Home!
23:00 TDM News
23:30 TDM Talk Show (Repeted)
00:00 Non-Daily Portuguese News
00:30 Non-Daily Portuguese News
01:00 Main News, Financial & Weather Report (Repeted)
01:30 RTPi Live

Red

When his idyllic life is threatened by a high-tech 
assassin, former black-ops agent Frank Moses 
reassembles his old team in a last ditch effort to 
survive.

The Extraordinary Adventures of

Adèle Blanc-Sec

An adventure set in the early party of the 20th 
century and focused on a popular novelist and 
her dealings with would-be suitors, the cops, 
monsters, and other distractions.

Room 3
Red
2:30/4:30/7:30/9:30pm
Starring: Bruce Willis, Morgan Freeman, 
Helen Mirren
Director: Robert Schwentke
Language: English (Chinese  subtitles)
Duration:111 min

Room 1 
SKYLINE
2:30/4:30/7:30/9:30pm
Starring: Eric Balfour, David Zayas, 
Scottie Thompson
Director: Colin Strause, Greg Strause
Language: English (Chinese  subtitles)
Duration: 92 min

Room 2
The Next Three Days
2:30/4:45/7:15/9:305pm
Starring: Russel Crowe, Elizabeth Banks, 
Liam Neeson
Director: Paul Haggis
Language: English (Chinese  subtitles)
Duration: 99 min

The Extraordinary Adventures of
Adèle Blanc-Sec
7:30pm
Starring: Louise Bouroing, 
Mathieu Amairic
Director: Luc Besson
Language: French 
(English and Chinese  subtitles)
Duration: 107 min
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The Born Loser by Chip Sansom
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Press Play
by MC LA

AVAnT-gArDe

DAViD LynCh 
– good Day Today / i Know 
(Sunday Best recordings, 2010 Single)

exPerimenTAL

KLimA
 – Serenades & Serinettes 
(Second Language, 2010)

Serenades & Serinettes marks the second album by 
Klima or angèle David-Guillou, a musician much re-
vered for her 2007 self titled debut. While that album 
showcased a delicate blend of electronically enthused 
pop, this latest release builds on that format, injecting 
heavy use of classical instrumentation to provide a 
richer and more mature sound without removing it-
self too far from the quirky song structure that made 
its predecessor such an interesting and popular re-
lease.
Featuring support from Piano Magic members Glen 
Johnson and Jerome Tcherneyan as well as Phelan 
Shepppard, there is a considerable array of experi-
enced musicians on hand to contribute to what is a 
solid collection of pop songs.
Serenades & Serinettes comes in a plush, multi-pan-
el concertina with a thaumatropic (Victorian) toy in-
sert! Subscribers to Second Language also receive an 
exclusive, limited edition music score for the track, 
By My Side.

This is the first solo single by the famous director, with vo-
cals by himself. David Lynch’s unlikely friendship with Moby 
shows through a bit here, which can be a good thing or a bad 
thing depending on your feelings towards the bald, vegan 
posterboy of dance music.
Legendary neo-noir film director of Mulholland Dr., Elephant 
Man and Blue Velvet, has created his first original electronic 
single “Good Day Today,” backed with a narcotic blues track 
“I Know,” and has signed it to leading U.K. independent label 
Sunday Best Recordings.
Lynch’s creative output has long been an inspiration for 
countless electronic music producers. Now he draws on his 
seemingly endless creative reserves as he succinctly sums up 
years of musical experimentation into his first ever solo elec-
tronic production. With a stamp that is undoubtedly Lynchian, 
“Good Day Today” features the legend himself on vocals and 
on production duties. 
In a statement, Lynch said, “In all my films, I have always been 
very involved with all that one hears. The creation of this record 
was a natural extension of my love of sound and music. I am 
very happy to be with Sunday Best with the songs ‘Good Day 
Today’ and ‘I Know.’ This feels like a good partnership and I’m 
looking forward to everyone having a good day today.”
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AVAnT-gArDe

DAViD LynCh 
– good Day Today / i Know 
(Sunday Best recordings, 2010 Single)

eLeCTroniC  hooVerPhoniC 
– The night Before (Sony music, 2010)
Hooverphonic is a Belgian rock/pop group 
formed in 1995. Though initially placed in the 
trip-hop genre, they quickly expanded their 
sound to the point where they could no longer 
be classified so easily. The band achieved inter-
national recognition through the inclusion of 
the track 2Wicky (from a New Stereophonic 
Sound Spectacular) on the soundtrack to Ber-
nardo Bertolucci’s 1996 film Stealing Beauty (Io 
Ballo da Sola). This heralded the start of what 
was to become an international success story to 
which Hooverphonic added a fresh chapter with 
every new release. In 2006, the band celebrated 
its tenth anniversary with a ‘best of’ titled Sin-
gles 96-06. at that time CD sales had passed the 
1 million mark. a year after the release of their 
seventh album, The President of the LSD Golf 
Club (2007), the band’s most experimental al-
bum to date, Geike arnaert, their singer, decided 
to leave and concentrate on a solo career. alex 
Callier and Raymond Geerts, the driving forces 
behind the band, set out to look for a new sing-
er. Of the thirty-odd applicants that were ear-
marked for serious consideration, only one met 
all the qualifications they sought: that of Noémie 
Maria alexis Ghislaine Wolfs... or Noémie Wolfs for short.
The sources of inspiration are as ambitious as before: the 
rich orchestrations heard on The Night Before echo the best 
of Burt Bacharach, Ennio Morricone and John Barry, and 

inDie   AnimAL PrufroCK 

– Congratulations; Thank you + i’m Sorry (righetous Babe records, 2010)
animal Prufrock is a percussionist, singer, composer, 
keyboard-playin’ freak. Best known for her work with 
her band, Bitch and animal, she has traveled all over 
the U.S and Europe dazzling audiences with her fierce 
drumming and radical lyrics...
But where is animal, the radial percussionist / strange 
noise maker with the mohawk and funky sunglasses? 
Since Bitch and animal’s last album, Sour Juice and 
Rhyme, was released in 2003, animal Prufrock hadn’t 
left the music scene. In fact, she works as the musical 
director of CaSa in San Francisco, helping kids make 
their own original music. Recently, animal released a 
much-anticipated first solo album, congratulations; 
thank you + I’m sorry, on DiFranco’s Righetous Babe 
Records.
The album, which was recorded over a two-year period, 
was certainly a longtime coming for old Bitch and ani-
mal fans. We recently caught up with animal, the self-
proclaimed “bipolar cosmic tranny” to get the scoop on 
what s/he’s been up to.

yet sound unmistakably Hooverphonic. For the most 
part, the album was recorded at alex Callier’s home 
and finalized in the famous ICP Studios in Brussels. It 
was Raymond Geerts that insisted that Callier should 
not only produce but also mix the album.
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Child victims of AIDS
An HIV-positive child looks up as others around him hide their faces to avoid being photographed during an AIDS 
awareness rally, along with sex workers, transgendered minorities and HIV-positive people, on the eve of December 
1st, – World AIDS day – in Bangalore.
The UNAIDS agency says some 2.5 million Indians have HIV, many of them living ostracised by their communities
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